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Sullivan and Blazek: Mindset: The 2.5D Platformer

Research & Conclusion
As you can see from our results, each category of our questionnaire is broken down into separate categories. Although their averages are pretty much in the same spectrum, we can see that the highly appraised aspects of our game were our Audio/Sound design (average of 4.39), and overall User Experience. (average of
4.33) The sections in which need the most improvement are Character Design, (average of 3.94) and Menu
Design. (average of 3.94)
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One concept that users really seemed to like however was the idea of Plane Shifting. They liked the depth
it opened up in the gameplay as well as the puzzles associated with it. In particular, the concept was not explained well enough, especially given the importance of it in the game. So, to provide a temporary fix, we
implemented a GUI system on the player’s HUD, that updates with what plane they are currently located.(Whether foreground, or background.)

Abstract & Proposal

Another concern regarding Plane-Shifting was that if you attempted to plane-shift, and a nearby object
was in the way of your direction, then that would offset your location in the game, making it difficult to pass
through the level. Although this is a serious confliction that we hope to further address in future developMindset is a 2.5D platformer video game developed in Unreal Engine 4. The player must navigate differ- ment, we also provided a reminder located in the help menu, of both the plane shifting controls, as well as
ent levels and overcome various challenges on a quest to reach the end of the game. Each level of Mindset is reminder of the ability to reset your orientation if you were to plane shift back-and-forth in the level.
made to represent a different emotion in the protagonist’s life such as contentment, anxiety, and confusion.
Part of the core functionality of the game is this idea that there are two dimensions to every level, a foreground and a background. Each level will incorporate the core mechanic of the game known as “plane shifting” in which the player swaps from foreground to background and vice versa. The challenges in each level
revolve around this idea of plane shifting, and it is up to the player to figure out how to solve them.
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The rooms will each incorporate a core gameplay mechanic known as “plane shifting” in which the
player swaps from foreground to background or vice versa. Plane shifting will be tied to each challenge in
each room. For example, the room labeled “Confusion” will be spinning constantly and the player can use
plane shifting to go to the foreground and get their bearings in the level. Once the player completes the required challenge, the exit for the room opens, and the player is able to progress through the game. If the
player fails to meet the requirements of the room, or takes any kind of damage, the level is reset, and the
player needs to start from the beginning of the room. The player will be able to move around the room with
basic character controls, jump, and plane shift, relative to the room the player is currently in. If the player
drains their overall life count, then they are required to start at the beginning of the game. This is done in
order to simulate the same rules/requirements as a standard platformer, to keep the player interested in
progressing through the game.
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Mindset is being developed in Unreal Engine. The reason behind this choice is that as designers we felt
Unreal was a more powerful and versatile engine, enabling us to better create the game to the vision we had
in mind. The other option we considered was Unity, which admittedly would have worked, but not as well as
we felt Unreal would. We wanted to explore different development options than what we were accustomed
to and Unreal enabled us to do just that. Furthermore, using Unreal is a learning opportunity for us seeing
as before the development of Mindset neither of us had experience with it. It is a dominant engine in professional game development so this experience is valuable for future projects we are a part of.
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